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Kashmir is the paradise on earth. It lets you enjoy the natural beauty of Mother Nature as no other
place would. Probably this is the reason why newlywed couples prefer honeymoon Kashmir
package the most.

There is something special about Kashmir. Be it the beautiful lakes here or the gardens and orchids
blossoming with varieties of flowers and fruits like apricots, walnuts, apples, pears and peaches, or
the saffron fields and beautiful temples, everything that you do as a part of honeymoon Kashmir
package will leave you with a special feeling and vivid memories in your mind.

Adventure tour to Kashmir is one such thing that people prefers to do as a part of their trip. the
valley gives you innumerous options like hunting, rafting, skiing, fishing, backpacking, bicycling,
kayaking, snow skiing, canoeing, water skiing, surfing, camping, rock climbing, snowboarding,
paragliding and going on Trans- Himalayan safaris on jeep.

If you want to do something different and want to have adventure tour in your honeymoon Kashmir
package, the valley would offer you options as no other place and that too at the most competitive
prices. The best way to avail the option of adventure tour is through a packaged program. It helps
you to do things of your choice and one can avail maximum from these packages. Moreover, you
need not carry your own equipment as these packages offer you with everything right from food to
accommodation, equipment, helmets and life jackets.

If you want to do river rafting, you would have to reach to Northern Himalayas where Kashmir is
situated. Summers are considered to be the best time to go for adventure tour as the rivers are
frozen during the winters leaving a little scope for rafting and surfing, though you can enjoy skiing
during winters. Cycling, camping, rock climbing and paragliding can be enjoyed during any season
in the valley.

So what are you waiting for? If you are an adventure lover and so do your better half and you both
believe in having a different honeymoon experience that gets carved in your memory lanes for a
lifetime, try adventure sports in Kashmir. Honeymoon Kashmir package for adventure lovers also
include kayaking and canoeing on river Chenab and Dal Lake while Zanskar, Kargil, Ladakh trails
are popular for trekking. Doing all these activities together will bring you more close to each other
and enable you to see a new side of your partner, which you would not have seen in your busy daily
lives.
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